Dear Gabriel,

The USAC submits for the Senate's consideration three documents comprising our transfer policy recommendations.

After careful review of how our sister institutions present their core curricula and much discussion of what aspects of University Studies we want all UNCW graduates to experience, the USAC has arrived at two 'packages'--external and internal--of the same policy.

- The external package ('EXTERNAL USAC transfer policy rec') presents the information all prospective transfer students will see on our website. It's organized by CAA and non-CAA students.
- The internal package ('INTERNAL USAC transfer policy rec') is geared toward advisors and faculty. This doc provides greater detail about what reqs are waived and what reqs remain.

Both packages rely on a reclassification of some of the hours allotted to IL and WI. In short, the USAC would like to reconceptualize these two components as a combination of gen ed (3 hours) and graduation (6 hours) requirements. The attached USAC IL/ WI motion speaks to this reclassification.

(Should Steering or the Senate be interested in reviewing how our sister institutions present their core curricula, they can view the materials the USAC consulted here: https://share.uncw.edu/teams/home/fs/usac/Shared%20Documents1/Common%20Core/Current%20CAA%20Policy%20at%20UNCW/complete%20comps.pdf.)

The USAC is aware that a great deal rides on our transfer policy, and we hope to work with Steering to achieve consensus on it. Please let me know if Steering has questions or concerns; I'm also available to meet, should you prefer to have a conversation in person.

Thanks, Cara